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Briefing: This report focuses on various social trends that are impacting and, in some cases, 
changing the way companies operate and conduct business, including a greater desire for more 
inclusive products, brand transparency, the move towards entrepreneurship and an emphasis on 
tech-focused practices.
Takeaway: Within this report, we will discuss the key takeaways of Social Trends Impacting 
Businesses by taking a look at a wide range of trends that are causing businesses to reevaluate and 
even readjust their practices. Some of the areas we will examine are waste reduction, 
transparency,  the use of digitized practices and how the Metaverse is changing how consumers 
interact with companies. Top Insights

Mainstream Metaverse Brands are placing more of an emphasis on metaverse experiences
Trend - Mainstream brands are now investing in metaverse technology to develop a range of shared social experiences online. While the 
concept has yet to become a mainstay among consumers, technology brands are seeing the potential in creating extensive online worlds where 
individuals share immersive virtual spaces.  Insight - In light of the pandemic, more individuals are accustomed to virtual experiences. As 
technology continues to advance, consumers are expecting these virtual spaces to be more sophisticated and life-like, transforming the 
experience into a manifestation of reality. As people, especially younger generations, continue to turn to digital means to establish a sense of 
interconnectedness, brands that offer community-based virtual experiences will win consumer loyalty.

Digitized Card Digital business cards make trading contact information simpler
Trend - Brands are digitizing business cards as the practice of handing out physical cards becomes less and less common. The trading of contact 
information virtually can be done via scanning an NFC tag or QR code.  Insight - Networking has changed drastically over the last several years 
and more recently, became harder to do in-person as social and business restrictions were placed on people all over the world. Like many 
things related to business and work, consumers have turned to the virtual world for solutions. 

Entrepreneurial Push More individuals are embarking on the path of entrepreneuriship amid COVID-19
Trend - Businesses are launching campaigns and resources that are meant to support individuals who are interested in becoming entrepreneurs 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. These activations offer important information and coaching for starting one's own business.  Insight - Many lost 
their job because of the COVID-19 pandemic and some individualsͶthose who were fortunate enough to be in a good financial positionͶhave 
decided to channel their energy into starting their own business. For many, this might be a long-time dream, while for others, it might be 
motivated by an obstacle they were trying to overcome during the pandemic. This, in turn, creates a demand for various resources and 
coaching opportunities, allowing consumers to feel more confident in planning and managing their idea's execution.

Top Microtrends

Social Good eCommerce Directories
International Shopping Brings Together 
Socially Minded Companies

Immersive Metaverse Learning
Accenture Invests in New Immersive 
Training Solutions for Business

Community-Building NFTs
The House of Petals NFT Project Aims to 
Develop an Authentic Community

Metaverse Creation Tools
Adobe is Releasing 3D Creation Software 
for AR and VR Experiences
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Mainstream Metaverseo
Brands are placing more of an emphasis on metaverse experiences

Metaverse-Focused Startups

TetaVi Rasises $20 Million to Develop Accessible 
Computer Vision Tech

Volumetric technology platform TetaVi closed its latest venture 
round having raised $20 million in funding. The investment will 
enable the company to further develop its video capture 
software that aims to make the production of metaverse-
ĨŽĐƵƐĞĚ�ϯ��ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ� ലĂŶĚ�ĂĐĐĞƐƐŝďůĞ͘�
URL: Hunt.to/458032

Blockchain-Based Metaverse Casinos

Atari Set to Launch Interactive Crypto Arcade in 
Decentraland

Atari has announced that it will launch an interactive 
cryptocurrency casino that will be accessible within Decentral 
Games' Metaverse, 'Decentraland.' The casino. which will 
resemble an old-school arcade, will be located in 'Vegas City,' a 
virtual gaming area within the 'Decentraland' where users can 
interact, play games, and make bets with cryptocurrencies. 
URL: Hunt.to/458391

Mini Metaverse Companies

Nextech Set to Aquire Spatial Computing Company 
'ARway'

Nextech AR Solutions Corp. has announced that it will acquire 
AR cloud-based 3D mapping startup ARway. The acquisition 
represents a recent move by the company to focus its efforts 
on the building for the Metaverse. 
URL: Hunt.to/458036

VR-Focused Commerce Platforms

Boson Protocol Turns to the Metaverse with the 
Launch of 'Portal'

Decentralized commerce platform Boson Protocol has 
announced that it will launch 'Portal,' a virtual marketplace 
with both real-world and metaverse applicability. 
URL: Hunt.to/458225

Trend - Mainstream brands are now investing in metaverse technology to develop a range of shared social experiences online. While the
concept has yet to become a mainstay among consumers, technology brands are seeing the potential in creating extensive online
worlds where individuals share immersive virtual spaces.

Insight - In light of the pandemic, more individuals are accustomed to virtual experiences. As technology continues to advance, 
consumers are expecting these virtual spaces to be more sophisticated and life-like, transforming the experience into a manifestation of 
reality. As people, especially younger generations, continue to turn to digital means to establish a sense of interconnectedness, brands 
that offer community-based virtual experiences will win consumer loyalty.
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Mainstream Metaverseo
Brands are placing more of an emphasis on metaverse experiences

How could you leverage the Metaverse to 

help expand your reach?

Overlooked Opportunity 1: Workshop Question Copyright ©
All Rights Reserved
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Entrepreneurial Pusho
More individuals are embarking on the path of entrepreneuriship amid COVID-19

Business-Launching Retail Kiosks

The Conceptual 'Smartmoov' Mobile Retail Kiosk is 
Multifunctional

Getting a business off the ground can be expensive given the 
high cost of rent for retail spaces, which is something the 
conceptual 'Smartmoov' mobile retail kiosk is intended to help 
change. The kiosk has been designed by Rikardo Philipp and is 
focused on enabling entrepreneurs to customize it to their 
specific needs, while also allowing them to set up shop virtually 
anywhere...
URL: Hunt.to/428932

Humorous Entrepreneurial Ad Campaigns

Squarespace's Ad Campaign Wants People to Launch 
Their Idea

COVID-19 disrupted the job industry in unimaginable ways, 
causing many consumers to take the time to re-skill or focus on 
new entrepreneurial pursuits -- Squarespace's ad campaign 
capitalizes on this shift and encourages consumers to take the 
plunge in getting their business idea off the ground. 
URL: Hunt.to/436452

Rapper-Branded Financial Literacy 
Courses

21 Savage Boasts a Free Online Financial Literacy 
Course

'Bank Account At Home' is a free online financial literacy course 
launched through a collaboration between 21 Savage's Leading 
By Example Foundation, mobile banking service Chime, 
education tech platform EverFi, and not-for-profit organization 
Juma Ventures. Available nation-wide, the learning opportunity 
targets youth and consults on important life skills such as the 
basic...
URL: Hunt.to/431885

All-in-One Schedule Management Apps

The Tomorrow App Lets Users Easily Manage their 
Books

The Tomorrow App was designed to help small businesses and 
entrepreneurs manage their busy schedules with an integrated, 
user-friendly platform. Whether the user teaches fitness 
classes, language lessons, or music sessions, the app lets them 
manage schedules and bookings while seamlessly viewing 
payment history. 
URL: Hunt.to/435146

Trend - Businesses are launching campaigns and resources that are meant to support individuals who are interested in becoming 
entrepreneurs during the COVID-19 pandemic. These activations offer important information and coaching for starting one's own 
business.

Insight - Many lost their job because of the COVID-19 pandemic and some individualsͶthose who were fortunate enough to be in a 
good financial positionͶhave decided to channel their energy into starting their own business. For many, this might be a long-time 
dream, while for others, it might be motivated by an obstacle they were trying to overcome during the pandemic. This, in turn, creates a 
demand for various resources and coaching opportunities, allowing consumers to feel more confident in planning and managing their 
idea's execution.
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Entrepreneurial Pusho
More individuals are embarking on the path of entrepreneuriship amid COVID-19

How could you help support other 

new/small business or budding 

entrepreneurs?

Overlooked Opportunity 2: Workshop Question Copyright ©
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Digitized Cardo
Digital business cards make trading contact information simpler

NFC-Enabled Business Cards

The 'SOLO Card' Smart Business Card Shares Info 
with a Tap

The 'SOLO Card' smart business card is an advanced take on the 
humble business essential that will work to make sharing 
information with potential clients and colleagues far easier. 
The sleek business card is incorporated with an NFC chip that 
will enable users to store their contact information on it and 
allow for others to simply tap their smartphone on it to gain 
access....
URL: Hunt.to/459911

Digitized Business Contact Cards

'melink' Creates Digital Business Cards to Maximize 
Networking

Business networking commonly includes sharing cards to get in 
touch later on, which is something 'melink' aims to change with 
a digital business card experience that will eliminate the need 
for physical keepsakes.
URL: Hunt.to/467052

NFC-Enabled Phone Stands

The Orb-Shaped MOFT x Popl Boasts Built-In NFC 
Technology

The first MOFT x Popl is an orb-shaped MOFT O Phone Stand & 
Grip that's enhanced with built-in NFC technology so that users 
benefit from a simple way to share contact information, social 
media details, payments and much more. With this solution, 
traditional business cards have the potential to become a thing 
of the past, since it's easy to pass on relevant personal or 
professional information in...
URL: Hunt.to/456799

Universal Digital Business Cards

HiHello's Electronic Business Cards Do Not Require 
an App to Work

HiHello is an emerging startup seeking to revolutionize the 
business card with its own future-forward, digital version. The 
company's signature product allows users to electronically 
share their contact information using a QR code, email, text, 
social media and more.
URL: Hunt.to/467159

Trend - Brands are digitizing business cards as the practice of handing out physical cards becomes less and less common. The trading of 
contact information virtually can be done via scanning an NFC tag or QR code.

Insight - Networking has changed drastically over the last several years and more recently, became harder to do in-person as social and 
business restrictions were placed on people all over the world. Like many things related to business and work, consumers have turned to 
the virtual world for solutions. 
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Digitized Cardo
Digital business cards make trading contact information simpler

How can you adapt to changing consumer 

behaviors?

Overlooked Opportunity 3: Workshop Question Copyright ©
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AI Labelo
AI technology is being employed in packaging and label design to improve experience

Smart AI Packaging

Illing Company Inc. Seeks to Expand the Packaging 
Vision of Its Clients

The growth and potential found in the technology sector is 
causing brand to expand the packaging vision, in order to 
satisfy and anticipate consumer needs, as well as supercharge 
product experience. Illing Company Inc. is focusing particularly 
on the implications of artificial intelligence for the packaging 
sector. 
URL: Hunt.to/445107

AI-Created Canned Packaging

Kômô Probiotic Drinks are Wrapped in Colorful 
Artificial Patterns

Studio Blackthorns created a conceptual project for a probiotic 
soda brand using canned packaging and artificial intelligence to 
explore the future of packaging design. The fruity flavors from 
Kômô (Raspberry, Watermelon, Grapefruit, Mango and Lemon) 
are uniquely expressed with artificial patterns generated by the 
Crosshatch-Automata sketch from Kjetil Golid's code art 
website generated.space.
URL: Hunt.to/445652

Talking Wine Bottles

Third Aurora's Interactive Product Packaging 
Answers Consumer Questions

Interactive product packaging is taken to the next level with 
Third Aurora's talking packaging prototype, which is a concept 
that allows consumers to chat directly with a bottle of wine 
and get replies from a Siri-like voice. The concept relies on a 
variety of technologies, including artificial intelligence, 
language processing and cloud data, and for the sake of 
demonstration, Third...
URL: Hunt.to/431241

Color-Changing Freshness Indicators

Bizongo's Improving the User Experience in the Food 
Industry

The color-changing food indicator developed by Bizongo is 
useful in a number of ways. For one, it ensures that consumers 
are aware of the spoilage condition of their food in real-time. 
Secondly, the innovation works toward combating and 
preventing waste. 
URL: Hunt.to/433407

Trend - Brands are embracing artificial intelligence in packaging more boldly, with the hopes of improving the consumer experience 
through convenience, authenticity, accessibility, and trust. The implementation of such technology in this sector enables fluid 
storytelling and even self-translating capabilities.

Insight - Contemporary consumers are setting the bar higher for brands as they consider multiple factors before making a purchase, 
including supply chain transparency, sustainability, accessibility, and so on. In this space, they are looking for concise and accessible 
information that alleviates any effort needed on their part. When this demand is met, consumers feel at ease with their decision and are 
more trusting of the brand.
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AI Labelo
AI technology is being employed in packaging and label design to improve experience

How can you strengthen transparency 

and accessibility in your products or 

services?

Overlooked Opportunity 4: Workshop Question Copyright ©
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B2B Wasteo
B2B waste-reduction platforms, initiatives and collaborations are on the rise

Blockchain-Enabled Textile Marketplaces

Queen of Raw Uses AI and Blockchain to Sell Fashion 
Waste

As circular business practices become more prevalent, the 
startup Queen of Raw slashes fashion waste by using AI- and 
blockchain-driven technology to resell deadstock textiles. The 
company operates on a B2B model, connecting resellers to 
clothing producers and manufacturers. In doing so, Queen of 
Raw not only reduces landfill waste from discarded fabrics but 
also cuts carbon and emissions and saves...
URL: Hunt.to/454003

Cloud-Based Fresh Produce 
Replenishments

Australian Grocer Coles Joined with AI Relex 
Solutions

Coles, the Australian supermarket giant, strikes a deal with 
Relex Solutions to implement a cloud-based artificial 
intelligence platform to revolutionize fresh produce stock 
replenishment. The retailer will interweave the AI technology 
with its existing in-house analytics forecasting solution. 
URL: Hunt.to/452297

Food Waste-Preventing Ordering Apps

goMkt Fights the Food Crisis with Convenience & 
Mindfulness

It is estimated that up to 40% of all food in the United States 
goes to the landfill, while restaurants alone account for 133 
billion pounds of that waste annuallyͶas a result, apps like 
goMkt are stepping up to the challenge to curb food waste in 
affordable and efficient ways. 
URL: Hunt.to/451790

Waste-Reducing Celebrity Chefs

NY Chef Marcus Samuelsson Partners with Eco-
Friendly Food Brands

Celebrity chef, Marcus Samuelsson, collaborates with Two 
Good yogurt and Full Harvest to prevent food waste by using 
rescued produce in his Harlem restaurant during Earth week. 
By sourcing rescued produce from Full Harvest, a B2B 
marketplace for imperfect produce, the award-winning chef 
aims to forge food sustainability within the restaurant supply 
chain and destigmatize the use of surplus and imperfect...
URL: Hunt.to/450347

Trend - As brands look to become more environmentally friendly, they're increasingly turning to businesses that specialize in waste-
reduction. Everything from food waste to textile waste is now being addressed and repurposed by emerging B2B businesses.

Insight - As consumers become more eco-friendly, they're putting more pressure on brands to do the same, and to help them adapt 
their lifestyles to reduce their personal impact. Brands that make these adjustments in authentic ways appeal to the growing 
demographic of eco-conscious consumers. 
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B2B Wasteo
B2B waste-reduction platforms, initiatives and collaborations are on the rise

How could you prioritize eco-friendly 

operations?

Overlooked Opportunity 5: Workshop Question Copyright ©
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Body Neutralityo
This new approach to fitness focuses on celebrating what the body can do

Virtual Body-Celebrating Workout 
Programs

the be.come project Promotes Movement & Body-
Neutrality

Finding the right workout plan can sometimes be intimidating, 
which is why the be.come project has developed a virtual and 
body-neutral option. While the body positivity movement 
encourages self-love, its positive message can sometimes get 
lost through body transformation promotions. the be.come 
project focuses on body neutrality through its virtual workout 
program. 
URL: Hunt.to/466538

Body Neutral Fitness Apps

Joyn Offers Online Fitness Classes with a Focus on 
Inclusivity

Joyn is a new online fitness platform with a focus on 
accessibility and body neutrality. Currently, the app offers a 
wide range of body-inclusive, live exercise classes that range 
from ten minutes to one hour in length.
URL: Hunt.to/466861

Body Neutrality Movements

The Health at Every Size Movement Celebrates Body 
Diversity

The Health At Every Size movement was launched to promote 
body neutrality -- the idea of accepting your body as it is in its 
current state. As the initiative states on its website, "few of us 
ĂƌĞ�Ăƚ�ƉĞĂĐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŽƵƌ�ďŽĚŝĞƐ͕�ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ�ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ�ǁĞ͛ƌĞ�ĨĂƚ�Žƌ�
because we fear becoming fat." 
URL: Hunt.to/466635

Celebratory Fitness Platforms

be.come Aims to Break Down Fitness Barriers for 
LGTBQ+ Folk

be.come is a fitness platform that promotes inclusivity and 
body acceptance. The project -- which was founded by Bethany 
C. Meyers -- is committed to removing barriers that prevent the 
LGBTQ+ community from engaging in fitness and promoting 
body acceptance. 
URL: Hunt.to/467009

Trend - Consumers are growing weary of the aspiration-focused approach to fitness of the past, and body neutrality is a perfect 
alternative. The movement focuses on fitness as a way to celebrate one's current body (as opposed to fitness as a way to change the 
body) as a more positive way to approach physical wellness.

Insight - The idea of working out to "look good" is outdated in a world where diversity and inclusivity are celebrated, as it enforces 
unrealistic and often harmful beauty standards. This does not suit the contemporary consumer, especially post-pandemic when many
are re-prioritizing happiness and peace as opposed to aspiration and accomplishment. Ultimately, the body neutrality movement is a 
result of a redefinition of "wellness" that focuses on both mental and physical health. 
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Body Neutralityo
This new approach to fitness focuses on celebrating what the body can do

How can you create a more inclusive 

service or product?
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Metaverse Creation Toolso
Adobe is Releasing 3D Creation Software for AR and VR Experiences
Adobe is adding several tools geared toward the Metaverse to its Adobe Creative Cloud services, such as 'Adobe Substance 3D 
Modeler.' Adobe has been working on 3D AR and VR-targeted creation tools for over four years, and it stated that in recent years, 
detailed 3D creation has gotten much easier. For example, companies and individual users can both use the Adobe Substance 3D 
Modeler service to create and share Metaverse-targeted content. 

However, Adobe's foray into the Metaverse does not end with this one tool. The company stated that it is looking into more ways to 
help the world get ready for the Metaverse. As part of this venture, the vice president of Adobe stated that the company is looking 
into helping other companies find "new ways of doing business" through the use of 3D Metaverse tools. 

Adobe is also striving to make its services accessible. As opposed to simply creating 3D art, Adobe wants designers and creators to be 
able to develop VR experiences without needing to learn how to code.
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CO2-Tracking E-Commerce Labelso
Alibaba's Tmall Launches New Eco-Conscious Labels
Alibaba Group's popular e-commerce platform Tmall has announced the launch of new eco-friendly shipping labels designed to allow
customers to check what impact their purchased products are having on the environment, from which they can make more informed, 
sustainable choices moving forward. 

More specifically, the new labels will highlight the exact amount of carbon emissions that consumers are saving by using an eco-
friendly device or appliance purchased through the site. To begin using the labels, merchants can submit their products to Tmall for 
assessment. So far, Tmall has already identified over 300,00 energy-efficient products, which are now set to receive the new labels. 

͞tĞ�ǁĂŶƚ�ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌƐ�ƚŽ�ĨĞĞů�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƉƵƌĐŚĂƐŝŶŐ�ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌŝǀĞ�ƚŚĞŵ�ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ�ĞĐŽ-ĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇ�ƉƵƌĐŚĂƐĞƐ͕͟�ƐĂŝĚ�^ƵŶ�zĂŶ, 
,ĞĂĚ�ŽĨ��ŽŶƐƵŵĞƌ��ůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ��^'�ŝŶ��ůŝďĂďĂ͛Ɛ��ŚŝŶĂ��ŝŐŝƚĂů��ŽŵŵĞƌĐĞ�ƵŶŝƚ͘
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Small Business Technology Subscriptionso
Apple Business Essentials Starts at $2.99 Per Month
Apple Business Essentials is being launched by the tech brand as a new service for small businesses that will enable them to stay 
connected, while also keeping their spending lean. Priced starting at $2.99 per month, the service offers access to 2TB of iCloud 
storage space and the all-new AppleCare+ for Apple Business Essentials, depending on the options chosen. The service will enable
businesses to stay agile when it comes to communication and allow team members to intuitively access what they need from 
anywhere.

Vice President of Enterprise and Education Marketing Susan Prescott spoke on Apple Business Essentials saying, "Apple has a deep and 
decades-long commitment to helping small businesses thrive. From dedicated business teams in our stores to the App Store Small 
Business Program, our goal is to help each company grow, compete, and succeed. We look forward to bringing Apple Business 
Essentials to even more small businesses to simplify [continued online]
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Inclusive Entrepreneurial Learning Platformso
StitchCrew Launched the Inclusive Beauty Accelerator
BASF and StitchCrew partnered up to launch the Inclusive Beauty Accelerator. StitchCrew is an organization that serves early-stage 
entrepreneurs. The two companies are on a mission to help entrepreneurs incorporate inclusivity into their business models through a 
new learning platform. 

The Inclusive Beauty Accelerator is geared towards the next generations of leaders in the beauty industry. Participants will have the 
opportunity to present and refine their business plans to bring beauty products to the market that serve consumers' diverse needs. 
Additionally, select participants will receive a $10,000 grant and access to hands-on coaching from leading beauty and personal care 
executives. Finally, the program will conclude with a showcase of their products to consumer packaged goods investors.
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Supportive Small Business Wallpaperso
Yelp's Limited-Edition Wallpaper Features Local Businesses
The last few years have been immensely challenging for small businesses and Yelp and Chasing Paper collaborated to create a limited-
edition wallpaper to benefit them. There are three wallpaper prints to choose from, each of which features highly rated small
businesses from across the country. The proceeds from the sale of these wallpapers will be fed back to the community through 
nonprofits that are devoted to supporting local entrepreneurs and business communities.

When viewed in close detail, the wallpapers reveal sketches of iconic businesses in New York City, San Francisco and Austin, such as  
Books are Magic in Brooklyn and Waterloo Records in Austin. 

For the first 30 people who purchase the wallpaper, Yelp will help to cover the cost of installation.
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Online Resale Startupso
Thrilling is a Local Clothing Resale Store that Recently Expanded to Online
Shilla Kim-Parker founded 'Thrilling' in 2018, a local clothing store that has recently expanded to become an online resale startup. Kim-
Parker quickly found that, while her store was successful, there was a much larger opportunity for supporting small businesses to be 
found online. Thrilling works by partnering primarily with BIPOC or female-owned independent retailers of previously-owned clothing 
stores across the United States to allow for convenient, online reselling with a wide range of products.

Thrilling is very successful while remaining ethically motivated. Since the recent launch of Thrilling's online marketplace, it has 
garnered over 400 partnerships across the U.S., meaning there are plenty of clothing options and locations available. Thrilling has 
found the management of an online marketplace to be much more difficult than a small in-store location, but these challenges are
funded sufficiently through Thrilling earning a commission on each sale made on its website.
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Environmental Protection Initiativeso
The 'Planet Impact Fund' Supports Climate Friendly Solutions
'1% for the Planet,' the global network of entities committed to donating one percent of profits to support environmental initiatives, 
has launched the 'Planet Impact Fund' to drive climate-friendly solutions. In order to launch this fund, 1% for the Planet teamed up 
with 'CapShift' and 'National Philanthropic Trust,' two organizations dedicated to driving positive social and climate change through the 
mobilization of capital.

The fund will focus on allocating funds to private organizations with meaningful climate change, and 1% for the Planet will be the 
organization that determines the partners. National Philanthropic Trust and CapShift will handle capital and advisory services to the 
Planet Impact Fund. 

The Planet Impact Fund will disclose where it invests its money each year, and 10% of its donations will be reserved for environmental 
nonprofit organizations. This fund is an excellent way for businesses to legitimize climate strategies with financial incentives.
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Origin-Tracing Jewelry Appso
This App Offers Information On Positive Practices in Jewelry Design
Italian jewelry company Pomellato has launched a new jewelry app that is designed to help customers better understand the origin
stories of their pieces.

Created in order to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the 'Nudo' jewelry collection, this jewelry app enables customers to tap their 
jewelry on the app in order to access information about where the gemstones, diamonds and gold were sourced from. What's more, 
the app also offers information on the ethical and sustainable practices followed over the course of the pieces making their way from 
the design operation to consumers' hands. Additionally, the app offers access to documentation and certifications pertinent to the 
quality of materials used. 

With additional features such as the ability to virtually try on jewelry through augmented reality, this app goes to show how venerable 
jewelry companies can leverage smartphone apps to improve the customer experience, particularly at a time when consumers are 
[continued online]
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Earth-Positive Fashion Pop-Upso
Pangaia x La Rinascente Offsets Its Entire Retail Presence
Pangaia x La Rinascente is an earth-positive pop-up set in a Milan department store and this location aims to offset the entire carbon 
footprint of the retail experience. 

This brick-and-mortar pop-up is a destination for discovering innovations from the brand like Panhemp and Pprmint, the core 365 
collection and advanced material technology. The space includes a moving track on a loop, as well as videos that are devoted to the 
brand's unique approach to sustainability. 

This pop-up space embodies the Pangaia Pact, which is centered on foundational pillars like carbon neutrality, circularity and purpose. 
With every purchase made at the pop-up, Pangaia has committed to donating a portion of the proceeds to Tomorrow Tree Fund, 
supporting grassroots NGOs.
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Social Good eCommerce Directorieso
International Shopping Brings Together Socially Minded Companies
For the conscious consumer, shopping from socially minded companies is important and International ShoppingͶa brand new 
eCommerce directory that just launched in February 2022Ͷis seeking to make it easier for individuals to locate those progressive
businesses. 

Essentially, International Shopping "helps shoppers discover brands that align with their social values." The eCommerce directory is 
exponentially growing every day, testifying to the need for such endeavors. Its socially minded companies are diverse. So far, the 
eCommerce directory has 400+ businesses that include Black-, LGBTQA-, minority-, veteran-, and women-owned businesses. 
International Shopping boasts categories for made in the USA, organic, vegan, and cruelty-free products. It also features business 
clusters that embrace sustainable manufacturing and delivery practices, as well as those who commit to the ethical sourcing of raw 
materials and labor.
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Entrepreneur-Supporting Programso
The DoorDash Accelerator Program Will Promote CPG Businesses
DoorDash has announced the 'DoorDash Accelerator for Local Entrepreneurs' program, which the business intends to use to support 
CPG businesses run by underrepresented entrepreneurs. The program aims to provide 50 women, immigrant, transgender, or people
of color entrepreneurs with the required support to bring their businesses to market. 

DoorDash will support these entrepreneurs through funding, education, resources, and connections, while also distributing CPG goods 
from these businesses at its 'DashMart' retail locations. These entrepreneurs will also gain access to DoorDash's premium support 
network, allowing them to contact marketing, sales, and business support divisions. 

Business owners can apply to join the DoorDash Accelerator program if their business meets the qualifications. These qualifications 
are: less than 20 employees, less than $1 million USD in revenue in 2021, and must have been operating for at least two years as of 
2022.
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Social Media Creator Hubso
Instagram Launches New Educational Feature Called Creator Labs
Instagram has announced the launch of Creator Labs, a new education-focused feature designed to help aspiring and emerging 
creators grow their presence on the platform. The focal point of the new feature will consist of peer-to-peer advice from popular 
creators who have already had success in developing a fanbase through Instagram.

Advice will be shared from many creators, including fashion influencers, fine-dining experts, emerging entrepreneurs, entertainment 
critics, musicians, painters, and more. The feature will be divided into three sub-sections -- Expressing Yourself, Building Community, 
and Growing Long-Term -- each of which will feature custom videos made by participating creators. These videos will cover topics such 
ĂƐ�͞ŐŽŝŶŐ�ĨƵůů-ƚŝŵĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ĐƌĞĂƚŽƌ͕͟��͞ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ�ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐǇ͕͟��ĂŶĚ��͞ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐŝŶŐ�ŵŽŶĞǇ�ƚĂďŽŽƐ͘Η

͞�ĞŝŶŐ�ĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚ�ĐƌĞĂƚŽƌƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ĐƌĞĂƚŽƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŽŽŶ-to-be-creators, and giving them a [continued online]
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Women-Over-40 Skincare Brandso
Kari Gran Announces Crowdfunding Campaign Through StartEngine
Kari Gran is a Seattle-based, women-owned natural skincare brand that targets women over the age of 40. The brand recently 
launched a new crowdfunding initiative through StartEngine to ignite growth and expand its investor base. Investments can start as 
low as $250 and Kari Gran plans to use the funding to continue developing a simple, easy-to-follow system to help women age 
naturally through menopause.

͞/Ŷ�ϮϬϮϬ͕�ŽŶůǇ�Ϯ͘ϯй�ŽĨ�ǀĞŶƚƵƌĞ�ĐĂƉŝƚĂů�ĨƵŶĚŝŶŐ�ǁĂƐ�ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚ�ďǇ�ǁŽŵĞŶ-owned companies, despite the fact they own 40% of 
ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐĞƐ͕͟�ƐĂǇƐ�>ŝƐĂ�^ƚƌĂŝŶ͕��Ž-&ŽƵŶĚĞƌ�ĂŶĚ���K�ŽĨ�<Ăƌŝ�'ƌĂŶ͘�͞ZĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ��&�ŵĂŬĞƐ�ŝƚ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ƚŽ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƐƚĂƚŝƐƚŝĐ͘�/Ŷ�Ɖƌevious 
fundraising rounds, our minimum investment required a large commitment, but by lowering the cost of entry, we can invite more of
our loyal, die-ŚĂƌĚ�ĐƵƐƚŽŵĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƐƉŚĞƌĞƐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�Ă�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ŽƵƌ�ŐƌŽǁƚŚ͘͟

According to the brand, around the age of 40, [continued online]
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All-In-One Metaverse Creation Platformso
Nextech AR Launches Nextech Metaverse Suite For Developers
Nextech AR Solutions Corp., a leading provider of augmented reality technologies and services, has announced the launch of 'Nextech 
Metaverse Suite.' The new offering is an all-in-one platform and subscription service that serves to unify Nextech's full technology 
stack, including both its AR and 3D products and apps. 

In addition, the new platform will provide users with access through a single user log in and account, from which they will be able to 
access Nextech's three main products/services: 3D Modelling (ARitize 3D, ARitize CAD, ARitize Configurator, ARitize Swirl), 3D 
Holograms (ARitize Holograms, ARitize CPG), and 3D Mapping (ARitize Maps, ARitize Maps Studio.

͞dŚĞ�ĨŽĐƵƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƵƐĞƌ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�EĞǆƚĞĐŚ�DĞƚĂǀĞƌƐĞ�^ƵŝƚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ǁĂƐ�ƚŽ�ĐƌĞĂƚĞ�Ă�ƐĞĂŵůĞƐƐ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŽƵƌ�ĐůŝĞŶƚƐ͕
enabling them to access their files, and our products, all in one location and in one cohesive experience," said Brynne Kennedy,
Director of UX/UI Product Design at Nextech AR.
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Immersive Metaverse Learningo
Accenture Invests in New Immersive Training Solutions for Business
Accenture, through Accenture Ventures, recently invested in virtual reality-based, immersive training solutions company Strivr. 

Strivr boasts a proprietary immersive learning platform that has helped train over one million employees at some of the most 
renowned companies across the globe. In addition to increasing the effectiveness of employee skilling and upskilling initiatives, Strivr's 
VR training platform provides data-driven insights to help inform and enhance businesses' talent development efforts. Since 
technology is constantly evolving and requires new skills, the new program hopes to address training needs. 

ΗdŚĞ�ƉƌŽũĞĐƚĞĚ�ŐůŽďĂů�ƐŚŽƌƚĨĂůů�ŽĨ�ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ͛�ƚĞĐŚŶŝĐĂů�ƐŬŝůůƐ�ĚƵĞ�ƚŽ�ĞǆƉŽŶĞŶƚŝĂů�ƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ͕�ĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚ�ǁŝƚh 
increased employee retention challenges and the ineffectiveness of conventional training methods, has created enormous 
ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĂĚǀĂŶĐĞŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵŵĞƌƐŝǀĞ�ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ͕͟�ƐĂŝĚ�dŽŵ�>ŽƵŶŝďŽƐ͕�ŵĂŶĂŐŝŶŐ�ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞĚ�ŽŶůŝŶĞ
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Social Media Wellness Resourceso
TikTok Introduces New Resources to Support Well-Being
TikTok, the popular short-form content platform popular with Gen Z and Millennial consumers, recently debuted new resources to 
support well-being. These include new well-being guides, an expanded guide on eating disorders, expanding search interventions, and 
strengthening notices for search results. 

In addition, the platform will  host a week of in-app activities that will offer "suggested tools and resources for mental well-being, 
including content shared by a range of TikTok creators and independent experts to learn about and explore important well-being 
issues." TikTok also announced it will be featuring curated content from its partner organizations that explore and discuss important 
well-being issues. The aforementioned app programming will run until September 16th.

As well being continues to be an important aspect of overall health, we can expect more brands to launch similar initiatives.
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Convenient AR Campaign Toolso
ImagineAR's FameDays Allows All Businesses to Easily Create AR Assets
'ImagineAR' is an online augmented reality (AR) solutions platform and the developer of 'FameDays.' FameDays is a proprietary
application that enables users to create holograms and AR assets for use in Metaverse campaigns. Users simply record a video of what 
they want to be turned into a hologram, such as a speech or greeting, and the application will turn this video into an AR-ready 
rendered holographic video. 

To kick off the popularity of this application, ImagineAR hosted a campaign itself in December of 2021 where it delivered a variety of 
season's greetings from celebrities such as Mike Tyson in an AR format. ImagineAR has stressed that this application does not require 
previous technology expertise, meaning any business of any size can quickly create a digital, interactive AR campaign. These campaigns 
can also be deployed in the real world in the form of a scannable QR code. Then, customers simply point their phone at this code, and 
they can view a digital [continued online]
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Circular Brand Initiativeso
MorningStar Farms Announced a Commitment to Sustainability
As part of a newly announced business initiative, Kellogg's announced its commitment to making the MorningStar Farms brand more 
sustainable. MorningStar Farms is a food manufacturer based in Battle Creek that primarily creates plant-based, vegetarian, and vegan 
food offerings. 

As part of this new initiative, MorningStar Farms will remodel several parts of its operations in order to become more sustainable. For 
example, the brand has committed to becoming based on 100% renewable energy as part of a PPA (power purchase agreement). The 
brand has also announced a new recyclable packaging style that allows for a more circular product model. Additionally, MorningStar 
Farms has announced a new drop-off pick-up system where customers can return clean, dry recyclable packages to several valid 
locations for the sake of repurposing the materials.
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Creator-Focused Neobankso
Nerve Launches New APIs Geared Towards Creative Economy Workers
Nerve, a neobank initially designed for musicians, has announced the launch of a new set of public APIs geared towards helping 
companies serve clients that work within the creator economy. 

The new service aims to assist content creators, including individuals and small businesses, as they are a demographic that, according 
ƚŽ�EĞƌǀĞ͕�ƚĞŶĚ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ƵŶĚĞƌďĂŶŬĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŽǀĞƌĐŚĂƌŐĞĚ͘�͞�ǀĞƌǇ�ĐƌĞĂƚŽƌ�ĚĞƐĞƌǀĞƐ�ĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů�ĚŝŐŶŝƚǇ͕�ĂŶĚ�ǁĞ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ďĞŐŝŶƐ�with a 
business checking account and collaboration tools that meet their everyday needs. They are businesses and should be afforded those 
ƐĂŵĞ�ďĞŶĞĨŝƚƐ͕͟�ƐĂŝĚ�EĞƌǀĞ��Ž-Founder John Waupsh.

More specifically, Nerve's new APIs will allow firms to send payouts and royalties at a much lower cost for creators, including authors, 
musicians, filmmakers, entertainers, podcasters, influences, and more.
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Community-Building NFTso
The House of Petals NFT Project Aims to Develop an Authentic Community
The House of Petals (HOP) NFT project aims to bring the brand's spirit into the metaverse. House of Petals is known for its flower shop 
by day and Hollywood speakeasy by night business model. The brand is entering the NFT industry with help from an elite team of 
experts from the crypto, digital marketing, and business space. 

Top digital artists and creators were onboarded to the project to create unique 3D avatars. The team is dedicated to making innovative 
and whimsically digital artwork. Over 5K membership tokens will be available for the initial minting of the House of Petals NFT project. 
Each member will be invited to real-world and virtual experiences. In addition, members can mint flowers or guitars and use them to 
own an avatar. 

Community members in the HOP space will have special access to meta-venue events, and greenroom hangouts with artists, players, 
and influencers.
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